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Session Outcomes

Hear and share ideas about building a data culture

Support building a data team to use data at the local and state level

Share the Data Culture Toolkit and other resources

<Watch this space for additional data jokes.>

Data is like people – interrogate it hard enough and it will tell you whatever you want to hear.
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DaSy Data Culture Toolkit

https://dasycenter.org/data-culture-toolkit/

The DaSy Data Culture Toolkit is a resource containing information, 
guidance, and templates to help Part C and Part B 619 program staff 
build effective data teams and support conditions for a culture of data 
use at the state and local levels. This is full of resources for you!

https://dasycenter.org/data-culture-toolkit/
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Leadership Critical for Successful Data Culture

Data leaders (special ed directors, program leaders and data 
managers):

– Create and maintain conditions for a culture of data use including 
stakeholders and parents.

– Support how people think, consider, speak and act around data—
embed in the culture.

– Ensure staff have knowledge and skills to use data to inform decision 
making

– Model commitment to using data by making data informed decisions
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Elements 

of Data 

Culture
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What's Needed for Data Culture?

https://www.wholewhale.com/tips/data-culture-building/

https://www.wholewhale.com/tips/data-culture-building/
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Importance of Data Culture 

Make data-informed decisions—not based on stories or intuition

Everyone in program or agency value the depth and breadth of data 
necessary to support services for children and families

Common approach and language

Change is easier when it is well understood

What’s the difference between an introverted data analyst and an extroverted one? The extrovert 
stares at YOUR shoes.
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Assess Your Data Use Culture

What has worked well and where do you need to focus in 
order to improve?

Assess your efforts related to: teaming, data management, 
data-informed inquiry, and monitoring and communication

Data Culture Self- Assessment
https://dasycenter.org/data-culture-toolkit/assess-your-data-use-culture/data-
culture-self-assessment/

https://dasycenter.org/data-culture-toolkit/assess-your-data-use-culture/data-culture-self-assessment/
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Key Activities to Build a Culture of Data Use

Assess existing data use culture

Formalize data team with a vision/purpose

Prioritize critical questions

Assess data quality

Resulting in:

– Explore and Use Data to Inform Decision-Making

Data science is 80% preparing data, 20% complaining about preparing data.
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Poll Question

On a scale of 1-5 (1 low, 5 high) how 
would you rate your data culture?
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What are Data Teams?
Data Teams are groups 
of individuals 
dedicated to using 
data to plan and make 
decisions about 
programs and 
services.
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Guidelines for Building Great Data Teams

Align values

Identify strengths

Define purpose (key questions)

Value process

Stay solution-focused and action-
orientated

Revisit goals regularly

Monitor and celebrate success
https://dasycenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/DataTeam_Infographic2_Tile2_PostEditor.png

https://dasycenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/DataTeam_Infographic2_Tile2_PostEditor.png


Explore and Use Data to Inform Decision-Making
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Benefits of Formalized Data Use Process

All Team Members have Common Approach and Language

Change can be difficult and it’s easier with a Team

Alllows Team to Monitor Work and Modify as needed

Old data analysts never die – they just get broken down by age and sex.
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Poll Question

Who is on your data team?

– Parents

– Local district representation

– Cross office representation from within SEA 

– Person with good data analysis skills

– Person with data visualization skills

– Person with program background

– Person representing agency management

– Other representative

– Don't have a data team
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Prioritize Key Questions 

Key questions:

– Support the agency in administering the program

– Meet the accountability requirements for ECSE

– Answer policy questions

Key questions levels:

– Child and Family Level

– Practitioner Level

– Local Program Level

– Systems Level

– Other
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Prioritize “Critical Questions”

What are the key questions that you or others have about your 
program?

Critical Questions about ECSE

– https://dasycenter.org/resources/critical-questions/

https://dasycenter.org/resources/critical-questions/
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Type in the Chat 

Primary ways you have created a culture of data use.

What tools and resources do you use?

A SQL query walks into a bar, walks up to two tables and asks “Can I join you?
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“Culture does not change because we desire 
to change it. 

Culture changes when the organization 
is transformed; 

the culture reflects the realities of 
people working together every 
day.”

– Frances Hesselbein
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Assess and Improve Data Quality 

Cannot make good decisions without good data

Resources to Assess Data Quality
1. State-Level Data Quality Considerations Worksheet
2. Local-Level Data Quality Considerations Worksheet

https://dasycenter.org/data-culture-toolkit/assess-and-improve-data-
quality/data-quality-considerations/

https://www.ideadata.org/resources/resource/1561/part-c-idea-data-processes-toolkit

https://dasycenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/State-Level-Considerations-Worksheet.docx
https://dasycenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Local-Level-Considerations-Worksheet.docx
https://dasycenter.org/data-culture-toolkit/assess-and-improve-data-quality/data-quality-considerations/
https://www.ideadata.org/resources/resource/1561/part-c-idea-data-processes-toolkit
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Assess and Improve Data Quality

High quality “FITS” its intended answers key/Critical question/s

Consider these high-quality data characteristics:
1.Complete (at record level and at population level)
2.Valid (accurately measures what it proports to measure, e.g., 

outcomes)
3.Timely (available when needed)
4.Reliable (consistent measures time over time)
5.Integrity (stays constant throughout the life cycle, e.g., when linked or 

integrated)
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How the Data Toolkit can be Used

Improve the use of data when planning and making 
program decisions.

Support a sustainable process for using data to inform 
decisions.

Build a culture of data use at the state or local level.

Build team capacity to effectively use data.
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Tools You Can Use

DaSy Culture Toolkit

https://dasycenter.org/data-culture-toolkit/introduction/

The DaSy Data System Framework (Data Use)

https://dasycenter.org/resources/dasy-framework/data-use/

Data Visualization Toolkit

https://dasycenter.org/data-visualization-toolkit-2/

https://dasycenter.org/data-culture-toolkit/introduction/
https://dasycenter.org/resources/dasy-framework/data-use/
https://dasycenter.org/data-visualization-toolkit-2/
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TA to Support Part C/619 Data Culture

How can DaSy help you build or enhance 

your data team and/or data culture?
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On a Lighter Note . . . Let's Work Together

A company manager is flying across the desert in a hot air balloon when he realizes he is lost. He calls down to a 
man riding a camel below him and asks where he is.
The man replies, “You’re 42 degrees and 12 minutes, 21.2 seconds north, 122 degrees, 10 minutes west, 212 
meters above sea level, heading due east by north east.”
“Thanks,” replies the balloonist. “By the way, are you a data analyst?”
“Yes,” replies the man, “how did you know?”
“Everything you told me was totally accurate, you gave me way more information than I needed and I still have 
no idea what I need to do.”
“I’m sorry,” replied the camel-riding analyst. “By the way, are you a company manager?”
“Yes,” said the balloonist, “how did you know?”
“Well,” replied the analyst, “You’ve got no idea where you are, but a clear picture of where you want to go, and 
now you need me to explain the data to get you there .”
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Connect with DaSy

Visit the DaSy website at:
http://dasycenter.org/

Follow us on Twitter:
@DaSyCenter

http://dasycenter.org/
https://twitter.com/DaSyCenter


The contents of this presentation were developed under a grant from the U.S. 
Department of Education, #H373Z190002. However, those contents do not necessarily 
represent the policy of the U.S. Department of Education, and you should not 
assume endorsement by the Federal Government. Project Officers, Meredith Miceli 
and Amy Bae.

Thank You
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